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The energy spectrum of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
interacting with a valence-band hole is studied in the high magnetic
field limit as a function of the filling factor ν and the separation d be-
tween the electron and hole layers. For d smaller than the magnetic
length λ, the hole binds one or more electrons to form neutral (X)
or charged (X−) excitons. The low-lying states can be understood
in terms of Laughlin-like correlations among the constituent charged
fermions (electrons and X−). For d comparable to λ, the electron–hole
interaction is not strong enough to bind a full electron, and fraction-
ally charged excitons hQEn (bound states of a hole and one or more
Laughlin quasielectrons, QE) are formed. The effect of these excitonic
complexes on the photoluminescence spectrum is studied numerically
for a wide range of values of ν and d.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been many experimental studies of photoluminescence (PL) in frac-
tional quantum Hall systems during the past decade (Heiman et al. 1988, Turberfield
et al. 1990, Goldberg et al. 1990, Buhmann et al. 1990, 1992, 1995, Goldys et al.
1992, Kukushkin et al. 1994, Takeyama et al. 1998, Gravier et al. 1998, Kheng et al.
1993, Shields et al. 1995, Finkelstein et al. 1995, 1996, Hayne et al. 1999, Nickel et
al. 1998, Tischler et al. 1999, Wojtowicz et al. 1999, Kim et al. 2000, Munteanu et al.
2000, Jiang et al. 1998, Brown et al. 1996), but the data have been rather difficult
to interpret. In order to obtain a more complete understanding of the PL process,
it is essential to understand the nature of the low-energy states of the electron–hole
system, and to evaluate their oscillator strength for radiative recombination. In this
note we investigate the elementary excitations of a system consisting of N electrons
(e) confined to the plane z = 0 and interacting with a single valence-band hole (h)
confined to the plane z = d. This model is appropriate for systems in which the
hole concentration is very small compared to the electron concentration so that the
interaction between the holes is negligible.
There are three nearly distinct regions for the interaction of the hole and the
electron system, which we refer to as weak, strong, and intermediate coupling. In
the weak-coupling region (d much larger than the magnetic length λ), the electron–
hole interaction is a weak perturbation on the eigenstates of the interacting electrons
(Chen and Quinn 1993, 1994a, 1995). In the strong-coupling region (d < λ), the hole
binds one or two electrons to form a neutral (X) or negatively charged (X−) exciton
( Kheng et al. 1993, Buhmann et al. 1995, Shields et al. 1995, Finkelstein et al. 1995,
1996, Hayne et al. 1995, 1999, Nickel et al. 1998, Tischler et al. 1999, Wojtowicz et
al. 1999, Kim et al. 2000, Munteanu et al. 2000, Wo´js and Hawrylak 1995, Palacios
et al. 1996, Whittaker and Shields 1997, Wo´js et al. 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a,
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2000b). When d is equal to zero, the neutral exciton is completely uncoupled from
the remaining N − 1 electrons due to the “hidden symmetry” (Lerner and Lozovik
1981, Dzyubenko and Lozovik 1983, MacDonald and Rezayi 1990), and it is only
weakly coupled at 0 < d < λ. The X− is a negatively charged fermion with a
similar degenerate Landau level (LL) structure to that of an electron (Wo´js and
Hawrylak 1995, Wo´js et al. 1998, 1999a). It has Laughlin-like correlations with the
remaining N−2 electrons that can be described by a generalized composite fermion
(CF) model (Wo´js et al. 1999b). In the intermediate-coupling region (λ ≤ d ≤ 2λ),
the hole can no longer bind a full electron to form an X ; however it can bind one or
more Laughlin quasielectrons (QE) to form fractionally charged excitons, so-called
FCX’s (Wo´js and Quinn 2001a, 2001b). We denote a complex consisting of n QE’s
bound to a hole by the symbol hQEn. To understand the stability of the hQEn
state, it is necessary to know the pseudopotentials describing the interactions of
a QE–QE pair and of a h–QE pair as a function of the pair angular momentum
(Wo´js and Quinn 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a, Quinn and Wo´js 2000). In order to
determine these pseudopotentials, as well as other properties of bound complexes,
we have performed exact (within the lowest LL) numerical diagonalizations for
a nine-electron–one-hole system as a function of the layer separation d and the
magnetic field. The calculations are performed in Haldane’s spherical geometry
(Haldane 1983, Fano et al. 1986) with the electron–hole interaction modeled by
Veh(r) = e
2/
√
r2 + d2, for values of d satisfying 0 ≤ d ≤ 5λ.
II. MANY-ELECTRON SYSTEM
To interpret the weak-coupling regime we must begin with the understanding of
an electron system in the absence of the hole. In figure 1(a), (b), (c), and (d) we
display the low-energy spectra of nine electrons at the LL degeneracy g = 2S + 1
corresponding to the magnetic monopole strength of 2S = 24, 23, 22, and 21,
respectively (on Haldane’s sphere, the lowest LL is represented by a degenerate
multiplet at angular momentum l = S). The lowest energy states contain zero
(a), one (b), two (c), and three (d) QE’s in the Laughlin ν = 13 state, and can be
simply understood using the CF picture. The effective monopole strength (Chen
and Quinn 1994c, Wo´js and Quinn 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a, Quinn and Wo´js
2000) seen by one CF is given by 2S∗ = 2S− 2(N − 1), and the angular momentum
of the kth CF shell (k = 0, 1, . . . ) is l∗k = S
∗+k. The QE’s are the CF’s in the first
excited shell (n = 1) and thus have lQE = l
∗
1. The quasiholes (QH) are the empty
states in the lowest CF shell (n = 0) and thus have lQH = l
∗
0 . For 2S = 24 the
nine CF’s fill completely the l∗0 = 4 shell giving a total angular momentum Le = 0.
This non-degenerate ground state (GS) is the Laughlin incompressible ν = 13 state.
For 2S = 23, eight of the CF’s fill the l∗0 =
7
2 shell, and the ninth is a QE with
lQE =
9
2 . This gives a total angular momentum Le =
9
2 for the nine-electron GS.
For 2S = 22 we obtain two QE’s each with lQE = 4; adding the angular momenta of
these two identical fermions gives Le = 1⊕3⊕5⊕7 as the low-energy band of states.
For 2S = 21 there are three QE’s each with lQE =
7
2 . Adding their three angular
momenta gives the low-lying nine-electron states at Le =
3
2 ⊕ 52 ⊕ 72 ⊕ 92 ⊕ 112 ⊕ 152 .
In the absence of the QE–QE interaction (defined by a pseudopotential
VQE−QE(L), i.e. pair interaction energy as a function of pair angular momentum),
all of the 2QE and 3QE states would be degenerate (Chen and Quinn 1994c, Sitko
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FIG. 1. The energy spectra (energy E vs. angular momentum L) of the nine-electron
system on Haldane’s sphere at the monopole strength between 2S = 24 and 21. λ is the
magnetic length.
et al. 1996). However, the interaction between (charged) QE’s exists and removes
this degeneracy. In figure 1(c), the 2QE states with L = 3 and 7 are lowered relative
to those with L = 1 and 5. For the 3QE states in figure 1(d), the multiplet at L = 52
has the lowest energy, and those at L = 32 and L =
9
2 have the highest energy. Re-
markably, the 2QE and 3QE “molecule” states with the maximum allowed angular
momentum (L = 2lQE − 1 = 7 and 3lQE − 3 = 152 , respectively), that is with the
minimum average QE–QE separation, have low energy (Wo´js and Quinn 2000b).
We call these states QE2 and QE3.
All of the many-electron states in the lowest band can be understood on the basis
of the CF picture; excellent agreement with the numerical results is obtained when
interactions between quasiparticles (QP=QE or QH) are included phenomenologi-
cally (Sitko et al. 1996). In many cases also the first excited band of states can be
identified using the CF picture. In this band, one of the CF’s is excited to the next
higher shell. Depending on whether a CF from the n = 0 or 1 shell is excited, this
corresponds to the creation of an additional QE–QH pair or to the excitation of a
QE with lQE = l
∗
1 to the QE* state with lQE∗ = l
∗
2. Let us identify the first excited
bands in figure 1.
For 2S = 24, no QP’s occur in the lowest band, and thus the first excited band
contains a single QE–QH pair. Because lQH =
1
2 (N−1) = 4 and lQE = 12 (N+1) = 5,
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the multiplets from L = lQE − lQH = 1 to lQE + lQH = N = 9 are expected for
such pair. It is known (Sitko et al. 1996) that the state at L = 1 (i.e., at the
smallest average QE–QH separation) is pushed to higher energy (or forbidden) by
the strong hard-core QE–QH repulsion. As a result, the “magnetoroton” QE–QH
band extends from L = 2 to N .
For 2S = 23, two different QP configurations occur in the first excited band. The
first consists of a single QE* with lQE∗ =
11
2 giving also the total angular momentum
of L = 112 . The second consists of a single QH with lQH =
7
2 and a pair of QE’s each
with lQE =
9
2 . Totally ignoring interactions between these QP’s gives the following
set of degenerate angular momentum multiplets for the 2QE+QH configuration:
L = 12 ⊕ (32 )2⊕ (52 )3⊕ (72 )4⊕ (92 )4⊕ (112 )4⊕ (132 )3⊕ (152 )3⊕ (172 )2⊕ (192 )2⊕ 212 ⊕ 232 .
The QP–QP interactions (particularly, the QE–QH hard-core repulsion) will remove
the degeneracy of this band and push some of the multiplets into the continuum of
higher energy states. However, almost all of the predicted multiplets appear in the
numerical spectrum in figure 1(b).
For 2S = 22 there are again two possible configurations for the first excited
band. The first contains one QE with lQE = 4 and one QE* with lQE∗ = 5, and
gives a band of multiplets extending from L = 1 to 9. The second configuration
contains three QE’s each with lQE = 4 and a QH with lQH = 3. Neglecting QP–
QP interactions, these two QP configurations would yield a degenerate band of
multiplets at L = 02 ⊕ 13 ⊕ 25 ⊕ 36 ⊕ 54 ⊕ 67 ⊕ 75 ⊕ 84 ⊕ 93 ⊕ 102 ⊕ 11 ⊕ 12. The
numerical spectrum shown in figure 1(c) contains many of these states in a first
excited band that is rather well separated from the continuum of higher states for
L < 3 and L > 6, but not well defined between these regions.
Finally, for 2S = 21 there are two configurations for the first excited band: first
with two QE’s each with lQE =
7
2 and one QE* with lQE∗ =
9
2 , and second with
four QE’s with lQE =
7
2 and one QH with lQH =
5
2 . The former configuration yields
the set of multiplets at L = 12 ⊕ (32 )2⊕ (52 )3⊕ (72 )3 ⊕ (92 )4 ⊕ (112 )3 ⊕ (132 )3⊕ (152 )2⊕
(172 )
2 ⊕ 192 ⊕ 212 . The latter one gives L = 12 ⊕ (32 )3 ⊕ (52 )5 ⊕ (72 )5 ⊕ (92 )5 ⊕ (112 )5 ⊕
(132 )
5 ⊕ (152 )3 ⊕ (172 )2 ⊕ 192 ⊕ 212 . Again, we expect many of these multiplets to be
pushed into the higher energy continuum by the QE–QH hard-core repulsion. From
the numerical results in figure 1(d), it can be seen that the first excited band is
rather well defined for L ≤ 32 and for L ≥ 132 , where the following multiplets occur:
L = 12 ⊕ (32 )3 and L = (132 )6 ⊕ (152 )4 ⊕ (172 )3 ⊕ (192 )2 ⊕ (212 )2.
III. WEAK-COUPLING REGIME
In the weak-coupling limit we expect to obtain fairly well defined bands for the
electron–hole system by treating the interaction of the hole with the electrons as a
small perturbation (Chen and Quinn 1993, 1994a, 1995). The low-energy bands are
clearly visible in figure 2, and they are easily understood on the basis of figure 1 with
the addition of the angular momenta of the low-energy electron multiplets to that
of the hole. The angular momentum of the hole, lh, is equal to S, and so lh = 12,
23
2 , 11, and
21
2 in figure 1(a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. In figure 1(a) the only
electron multiplet in the low-energy sector is the Laughlin GS at Le = 0. Therefore,
the low-energy band in figure 2(a) consists of a single multiplet at L = lh = 12. In
the other frames of figure 1, the allowed low-energy electron multiplets are those
of one (b), two (c), and three (d) QE’s. When lh is added to each of the values of
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FIG. 2. The energy spectra (energy E vs. angular momentum L) of the
nine-electron–one-hole system on Haldane’s sphere at the monopole strength between
2S = 24 and 21. The separation of electron and hole layers is d = 4λ (weak-coupling
regime). λ is the magnetic length.
Le corresponding to a low-energy electron state, a band of multiplets is obtained
with values of L satisfying |lh − Le| ≤ L ≤ lh + Le. If the separation d between
electron and hole layers were infinite, so that Veh = 0, every multiplet in a given
band would be degenerate and have an energy equal to the energy of the appropriate
electron state plus the (cyclotron) energy of the hole, which is a constant. The finite
electron–hole interaction causes finite attraction between the hole and (negatively
charged) QE’s so that the energies within each band increase with increasing L
(decreasing average h–QE separation). For the electronic multiplets that are close
in energy, the h–QE attraction can also cause mixing or even reversing of the order
of the corresponding electron–hole bands.
This very simply explains all of the electron–hole bands appearing in the low-
energy sector of figure 2. For example, in figure 2(c) there are four h+ 2QE bands
starting at L = 4, 8, 6, and 10 resulting from the low-energy electronic states in
figure 1(c) at Le = 7, 3, 5, and 1, respectively. The bands starting at L = 4 and
8 have lower energy than those starting at L = 6 and 10 because the electronic
multiplets at Le = 7 and 3 have lower energy than those at Le = 5 and 1. For the
first excited sector in figure 2, we do exactly the same thing, add lh to the allowed
values of Le in the first excited sector of figure 1. For 2S = 24 this gives bands
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beginning at L = 3, 4, 5, . . . , 10, corresponding to Le = 9, 8, 7, . . . , 2. All these
bands are observed in figure 2(a). At 2S = 23, there are a very large number of
electronic multiplets in the first excited sector of figure 1(b), but if we concentrate
on the low-energy multiplets at Le ≈ lh = S that would give low-energy electron–
hole bands beginning at low values of L = |lh − Le|, we would expect only a single
band beginning at L = 0 and a single band beginning at L = 1, originating from
the 2QE+QH multiplets at Le =
23
2 and
21
2 , respectively. Beginning at L = 2, we
would expect two new bands, one at lower and one at higher energy, originating
from two 2QE+QH multiplets at Le =
19
2 . We would also expect one low- and one
high-energy band beginning at L = 3 arising from the two multiplets at Le =
17
2 ,
etc. All these bands can be identified at low L in figure 2(b). For 2S = 22 and 21,
the first excited bands beginning at low values of L can be understood in exactly
the same way, that is by picking out the low-energy electronic states at values of Le
close to lh. Thus, all the low-energy electron–hole bands in figure 2 can be rather
well understood in the weak-coupling limit.
Although the attraction between the hole and a given N -electron eigenstate van-
ishes in the d→∞ limit, the most tightly bound states of a hole and one, two, and
three QE’s can be identified in figure 2. In these states, denoted as hQE, hQE2, and
hQE3, a QE or an appropriate QE molecule moves as close to the hole as possible.
These states have the smallest L within their h+QE, h+QE2, or h+QE3 bands
and, together with the “uncoupled-hole” state h in figure 2(a), are the elementary
excitations of the weak-coupling regime at finite d.
IV. STRONG-COUPLING REGIME
In the strong-coupling regime the hole binds one or two electrons to form an
X or an X−. For d = 0, the X is totally uncoupled from the remaining N −
1 electrons (Lerner and Lozovik 1981, Dzyubenko and Lozovik 1983, MacDonald
and Rezayi 1990), and it is only weakly coupled if d is small compared to λ. In
contrast, the X− is a negatively charged fermion with LL structure just like an
electron (Wo´js and Hawrylak 1995, Wo´js et al. 1998, 1999a). Because the e–X−
pseudopotential rises more quickly with pair angular momentum than the harmonic
pseudopotential (Wo´js and Quinn 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a, Quinn and Wo´js
2000) the low-energy states of the X− and Ne = N − 2 remaining electrons can
be described by the generalized CF picture (Wo´js et al. 1999b) which accounts for
Laughlin-like correlations among the two types of constituent charged particles.
For the system containing one X− and Ne remaining electrons, the effective
monopole strengths seen by an electron is given by (Wo´js et al. 1999b)
2S∗e = 2S − (me − 1) (Ne − 1)−meX− , (1)
while that seen by an X− is
2S∗X− = 2S −meX−Ne. (2)
Here meX− is the exponent describing the Laughlin correlations between the X
−
and each electron in the two-component many-body wavefunction. In the general-
ized CF picture, electrons and X−’s are converted into two types of CF’s: CF-e and
CF-X−. The angular momenta of their lowest shells are l∗e = S
∗
e and l
∗
X−
= S∗
X−
−1.
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FIG. 3. The energy spectra (energy E vs. angular momentum L) of the
nine-electron–one-hole system on Haldane’s sphere at the monopole strength between
2S = 24 and 21. The separation of electron and hole layers is d = 0 (strong-coupling
regime). λ is the magnetic length.
The following types of Laughlin QP’s can be defined: the particles in the first ex-
cited CF-e shell are “e-type” quasielectrons (QE-e) with lQEe = l
∗
e + 1, the empty
states in the lowest CF-e shell are “e-type” quasiholes (QH-e) with lQHe = l
∗
e , and a
single particle in the lowest CF-X− shell is an “X−-type” quasielectron (QE-X−)
with lQEX− = l
∗
X−
. For simplicity, in the figures we denote QH-e and QE-X− by
QH and X−, respectively.
Let us turn to the nine-electron–one-hole spectra shown in figure 3. For 2S = 21,
the energies of the multiplicative states (containing one uncoupled X) are exactly
the same as those of eight electrons, with the energy shifted by theX binding energy.
For the eight electrons, the lowest CF shell has l∗0 =
7
2 , and it is filled completely
giving an L = 0 Laughlin GS. An excitation of one CF to the next shell gives a
“magnetoroton” QE–QH band extending from L = 2 to 8, marked with a dashed
line. The lowest non-multiplicative states contain seven electrons and an X−. For
me = 3 and meX− = 2 we obtain 2S
∗
e = 2S
∗
X−
= 7. The eight states in the lowest
CF-e shell contain one QH-e with lQHe =
7
2 , and the single QE-X
− has lQEX− =
5
2 .
The addition of lQHe and lQEX− gives the band of multiplets extending from L = 1
to 6. These states are the bound states of a QH-e–QE-X− pair, connected by a
solid line in figure 3(d). Their energy increases with increasing L, just as that of the
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neutral exciton does. Our interpretation of this low-lying band of non-multiplicative
states is totally different from that of a neutral exciton with finite momentum which
is dressed by magnetorotons of the Laughlin condensed state, suggested by previous
authors (Apalkov and Rashba 1992, 1993, MacDonald et al. 1992, Wang et al. 1992).
The latter picture does not work because the coupling of an exciton with a finite
electric dipole moment to the electrons is too strong to be treated perturbatively.
For 2S = 22, there is a single low-energy multiplet at L = 4 that is a multiplicative
state. It corresponds to a single QH in the l∗0 shell. The non-multiplicative states
exhibit a low-energy band containing the multiplets at L = 0⊕ 1⊕ 23 ⊕ 33 ⊕ 44 ⊕
53 ⊕ 63 ⊕ 72 ⊕ 82 ⊕ 9 ⊕ 10. These arise from two QH-e’s each with lQHe = 4 plus
one QE-X− with lQEX− = 3. The GS called X
−QH2 marked with an open square
is the most tightly bound state of QE-X− and a (QH-e)2 molecule. Its angular
momentum L = 4 results from adding two lQHe’s to obtain l(QHe)2 = 2lQHe− 1 = 7,
and then adding to it one lQEX− to obtain lX−QH
2
= |lQEX− − l(QHe)2 | = 4.
For 2S = 23, the low-energy band of multiplicative states contains two QH’s each
with lQH =
9
2 , resulting in the multiplets L = 0 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 4 ⊕ 6 ⊕ 8 (connected with
a dashed line). The non-multiplicative states have a low-energy band containing
three QH-e’s each with lQHe =
9
2 and one QE-X
− with lQEX− =
7
2 . Addition of
these angular momenta gives a band of multiplets at L = 0 ⊕ 14 ⊕ 26 ⊕ 37 ⊕ 48 ⊕
59 ⊕ 68 ⊕ 78 ⊕ 87 ⊕ 95 ⊕ 104 ⊕ 113 ⊕ 122 ⊕ 13 ⊕ 14. The angular momentum of
the most tightly bound state of an QE-X− and a (QH-e)3 molecule is lX−QH
3
= 7.
This state is (most likely) the one marked with an open rectangle.
Finally, for 2S = 24 the low-lying band of multiplicative state contains L =
0⊕2⊕3⊕42⊕5⊕62⊕7⊕8⊕9⊕10⊕12, arising from three QH’s each with lQH = 5.
The lowest non-multiplicative band contains four QH-e’s each with lQHe = 5 and one
QE-X− with lQHX− = 4. It produces 194 multiplets starting with L = 0
3⊕ 16⊕ . . .
and ending with 153 ⊕ 162 ⊕ 17 ⊕ 18. Only the lower-energy multiplets of this set
are shown in figure 3(d) in which we have restricted the range of energy and L.
It is really quite remarkable that the myriad of multiplets associated with the
lowest band of both multiplicative and non-multiplicative states appear in the nu-
merical spectra shown in figure 3 exactly as predicted by the generalized CF pic-
ture. This simple model ignores the interaction between QP’s which can lead to
some overlap of the lowest bands with higher bands at some values of L when the
QP–QP interaction energy becomes large.
V. INTERMEDIATE-COUPLING REGIME
When the separation d increases beyond roughly one magnetic length λ, the
attractive Coulomb potential of the hole is not strong enough (and its resolution is
not high enough) to bind a full electron. We know this from numerical calculations
for a single electron and hole as a function of d at different values of 2S. When many
electrons are present, it is possible that the X and even the X− may persist to larger
values of d due to correlations within the entire electron system. However, from
knowing that at large values of d, Veh acts as a small perturbation on the N -electron
eigenstates, we might guess that Laughlin QE’s rather than “full” electrons could
bind to the hole to form FCX’s. The prediction that QE’s can bind to a hole at d > λ
at which “full” electrons do not is based on two simple facts: (i) negative electric
charge of QE’s (qQE = − 13e at ν = 13 ) causes h–QE attraction, and (ii) because
the number of QE’s is smaller than the number of electrons, their characteristic
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FIG. 4. The energy spectra (energy E vs. angular momentum L) of the
nine-electron–one-hole system on Haldane’s sphere at the monopole strength between
2S = 24 and 21. The separation of electron and hole layers is d = λ (intermediate-coupling
regime). λ is the magnetic length.
separation is larger and their interaction energy is smaller than those of electrons,
and thus smaller strength and lower resolution of the hole’s attractive potential are
sufficient to pick one out of many interacting QE’s to form a bound state.
In figures 4 and 5 we present the spectra obtained for the nine-electron–one-hole
system at d = λ and 2λ. We shall attempt to interpret the low-lying bands in terms
of the elementary excitations and their interactions. Because d = λ and 2λ are on
the borders of strong- and weak-coupling regions, respectively, the interpretation is
not always unique. The stable elementary excitations of the strong-coupling regime
are X , X−, X−QH, or X−QH2, and those of the weak-coupling regime are h, hQE,
and hQE2. At the values of 2S = 21 and 24, at which the lowest-lying states
or bands at small and large d occur at different L, the d-driven phase transition
between the two regimes is of the first order and the crossing of the appropriate
energy levels is observed in the spectrum. However, this is not the case for 2S = 22
where X−QH2 has the same L =
1
2 (N − 1) as hQE2, or at 2S = 23 where X−QH3
has the same L = N − 2 as hQE. In these spectra, the anti-crossing of energy levels
occurs, and the analysis of wavefunctions is needed to detect the phase transition
(of the second order) between the two regions.
For 2S = 21, it is clear from figures 4(d) and 5(d) that the band of states extending
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FIG. 5. The energy spectra (energy E vs. angular momentum L) of the
nine-electron–one-hole system on Haldane’s sphere at the monopole strength between
2S = 24 and 21. The separation of electron and hole layers is d = 2λ (intermedi-
ate-coupling regime). λ is the magnetic length.
from L = 0 to 6 appearing in figure 3(d) is still present beyond d = λ. For L = 5
and 6 it crosses into the continuum of higher energy states. For d = 0, this band was
identified as the multiplicative state of eight electrons in a Laughlin incompressible
state plus anX in its GS at L = 0, and theX−QH band predicted by the generalized
CF picture at L = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Hence, we conclude that the X and X− bound states
persist beyond d = λ in this system. The band of states extending to L = 8 which
crosses the X−QH band at L = 5 can be associated with a bound state of the
hole and two Laughlin QE’s, interacting with a third QE. The hQE2 is the most
strongly bound FCX, as we shall see later in this section. Since the Laughlin QE
has lQE = l
∗
1 = S − (N − 1) + 1 = 72 , the allowed values of L2QE are 0 ⊕ 2⊕ 4⊕ 6.
The 2QE state with smallest average QE–QE separation is the QE2 molecule with
lQE
2
= 6, and the hQE2 state has lhQE
2
= |lh − lQE
2
| = 92 . Adding to lhQE2 the
angular momentum of the third QE as if it were distinguishable from the two QE’s
within the hQE2 would give a band of states extending from L = |lhQE
2
− lQE| = 1
to lhQE
2
+ lQE = 8. However, the three QE’s in the hQE2+QE band are identical
fermions and must obey and the Pauli exclusion principle. The exclusion principle
forbids a number of hQE2+QE pair states corresponding to the smallest hQE2–QE
separation. The forbidden states can be most easily identified by noticing that the
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largest angular momentum of three QE’s is lQE
3
= 3lQE − 3 = 152 which, when
added to lh =
21
2 , cannot result in a total h+3QE angular momentum smaller than
3. Thus, the L = 1 and 2 states of the hQE2–QE pair are forbidden and the hQE2–
QE band is expected to extend from L = 3 to 8, exactly as observed in figure 5(d).
Remarkably, although the hQE2 and QE have opposite charges (qhQE
2
= + 13e and
qQE = − 13e), the interaction energy does not increase with increasing L as it does
for the electron–hole pair. This is due to the complex (not point particle) structure
of the constituents, which makes the hQE2–QE interaction not generally attractive
(and is responsible for the instability of the hQE3 complex). In figure 5(d), the
entire hQE2 band at L = 3 to 8 is observed at d = 2λ, as it is lower in energy that
the remnants of the X−–QH band.
For 2S = 22, a second-order transition between the X−QH2 GS of the strong
coupling at L = 4 and the hQE2 GS of the weak coupling at the same L is observed
in figures 4(c) and 5(c). Although it is not clear from the energy spectrum alone,
the two GS’s anti-cross at d ≈ λ. The low-lying excitations of the hQE2 state at
d = 2λ are connected with a solid line in figure 5(c). At this intermediate value of d,
they are best interpreted as a dispersion of a hQE–QE pair. This changes at larger
d when the QE–QE interaction becomes dominant over the hQE–QE interaction
and the low-lying excitations of the hQE2 state turn into the h–QE2 pair excitations
identified in figure 2(c).
For 2S = 23, a similar second-order transition between the X−QH3 and hQE
states occurs at L = 7. Additionally, a well-defined band of hQE2–QH pair states
occurs at L = 0 to 6. This band occurs only in the intermediate-coupling region
(at d ≈ λ) and cannot be found in figure 2 or 3. The range of d in which it has
low energy is determined by the competition between the hQE–QE binding energy
gained through the formation of a hQE2 state and the Laughlin energy gap to
create an additional QE–QH pair. The angular momenta of the hQE2–QH states
result from adding lhQE
2
= 72 to lQH =
7
2 to obtain L = 0 to 7. The L = 7 state
corresponding to the smallest average hQE2–QH separation is most likely pushed
to a high energy because of the QE–QH hard-core.
Finally, at 2S=24 the lowering of energy of the h state at L = 12 with increasing
d is observed. In this state the hole becomes completely uncoupled from the nine-
electron Laughlin GS in the d→∞ limit. Other low-energy bands that occur in the
intermediate-coupling regime involve one or two QE–QH pairs spontaneusly induced
in the electron system to screen the charge of the hole. At a smaller d = λ, the
coupling of the hole to the Laughlin excitations of the electron GS is stronger and the
hQE2+2QH band has the lowest energy. At a larger d = 2λ, the coupling is weaker
(and so is the h–QE attraction compared to the Laughlin gap) and the band of hQE–
QH pair states at L = 3 to 11 moves down in energy relative to the hQE2+2QH
band. The band starting at L = 4 and going slightly above the hQE–QH band is
best interpreted as the band of hQE*–QH states in which hQE* is the first excited
state of hQE, with the angular momentum lhQE∗ = lhQE+1. As shown in figure 2(a),
at even higher d, when the distant hole uncouples from the electron system, all bands
involving QE–QH pairs reconstruct and the h GS becomes stable. The angular
momenta of the hQE–QH and hQE*–QH pairs can be calculated by adding lhQE = 7
or lhQE∗ = 8 to lQH = 4 to obtain L = 3 to 11 and L = 4 to 12, respectievely. For
the hQE2+2QH band, lhQE
2
= 3 must be added to all possible values of L2QH =
1⊕ 3⊕ 5⊕ 7. The result is L = 0 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 23 ⊕ 33 ⊕ 44 ⊕ 53 ⊕ 63 ⊕ 72 ⊕ 82 ⊕ 9⊕ 10;
all these multiplets occur below the dotted line in figure 4(a).
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VI. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
In the preceding sections we have identified the low-lying elementary excitations of
an ideal system containingN electrons confined to a plane and one hole confined to a
neighboring parallel plane in the high magnetic field limit. In this limit the cyclotron
energy h¯ωc is so large compared to the Coulomb energy e
2/λ that only the lowest
LL need be considered (Wo´js and Quinn 2001a, 2001b). In actual experiments
at finite magnetic fields, the mixing of LL’s by the Coulomb interaction occurs.
It is particularly important in the strong-coupling regime. While only one bound
X− state exists in the lowest LL – the non-radiative triplet (Wo´js and Hawrylak
1995, Palacios et al. 1996) with parallel electron spins identified in figure 3 – the
LL mixing leads to the binding of other X− states, particularly of the optically
active singlet (Buhmann et al. 1995, Kheng et al. 1993, Whittaker and Shields
1997, Wo´js et al. 2000a, 2000b) observed in PL. The LL mixing is less important
for the intermediate and weak coupling. Real systems are also complicated by
finite quantum well widths, different barrier heights for electrons and holes, non-
parabolicity of the energy bands, spin–orbit coupling, etc.
In this section we will discuss PL (radiative recombination of an electron–hole
pair) in the “theoretical” situation in which the interacting particles are confined
to planes and only the lowest LL is taken into account (B → ∞). There are
two symmetries that limit the possible radiative decay processes (Wo´js and Quinn
2000a, 2000b, 2001a, 2001b). The most important one is the geometrical symmetry:
translational invariance on a plane (or rotational invariance on Haldane’s sphere).
On the plane there are two conserved orbital quantities M, the z-component of
angular momentum, and K, an additional quantum number associated with the
partial decoupling of the center-of-mass motion of the electron–hole system in the
magnetic field (Avron et al. 1978, Dzyubenko 2000). States in a given LL all have
the same value of L =M+K, and different states in a LL are labeled by K = 0, 1, 2,
. . . . On the spherical surface, the total angular momentum L and its z-component
Lz are conserved. The other symmetry is the “hidden symmetry” which is exact in
the lowest LL at d = 0 and only weakly broken in the entire weak-coupling regime.
The “hidden symmetry”, that is the particle–hole symmetry of the electron–valence-
band-hole Hamiltonian H , depends on equal magnitude of the electron–electron and
electron–hole interactions in the lowest LL. This symmetry makes the commutator
of the PL operator P which annihilates an optically active electron–hole pair with
H proportional to P itself (Dzyubenko and Lozovik 1983, MacDonald and Rezayi
1990). Because of this, only the multiplicative states (containing one uncoupled
neutral exciton) are radiative at d = 0. At d > 0, the states originating from other,
non-multiplicative states become radiative, but their PL intensity remains very low
at d < λ. Thus the PL spectrum in the weak-coupling regime gives information
about the binding of the X , but not about original electron–electron correlations in
the 2DEG.
For weak and intermediate coupling the system is best described in terms of the
hQEn bound states (FCX’s). At ν ≈ 13 , the recombination process can be thought
of as (Chen and Quinn 1994b)
h+ nQE→ (3 − n)QH+ γ. (3)
In other words, the hole plus n = 0, 1, 2, or 3 Laughlin QE’s combine to give off
a photon γ plus 3 − n = 3, 2, 1, or 0 Laughlin QE’s. Other processes, involving
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additional QE–QH pairs, have much smaller oscillator strength. In figure 2 we have
shown the low-lying bands for the nine-electron–one-hole systems that contain zero
(a), one (b), two (c), and three (d) QE’s, respectively. At zero temperature only
the lowest state in each frame is occupied and can serve as an initial state. At
finite temperature T , the probability of the eigenstate of energy E being occupied
is proportional to exp [−E/kBT ]. The PL spectra are obtained by evaluating the
transition rate wi→f between low-lying initial states |i〉 of the N -electron–one-hole
system and final states |f〉 of the (N − 1)-electron system,
wi→f = const · | 〈f |P|i〉 |2. (4)
We have used the eigenfunctions of the nine-electron–one-hole system and of the
eight-electron system obtained in numerical diagonalization to evaluate wi→f . We
find the following results for weak and intermediate coupling (Wo´js and Quinn
2001a, 2001b):
(i) For weak coupling, the PL intensity is weak. However, the PL spectra can
involve one or more peaks of different relative intensities whose energies depend on
the value of n in Eq. (3).
(ii) For intermediate coupling, the strongest emission is that of the strongly bound
and radiative hQE2. The recombination of the hQE ground state is forbidden by the
conservation of L (or K), but the excited state hQE* is radiative. The “uncoupled-
hole” state h is radiative and, finally, the hQE3 “anyon exciton” proposed earlier
(Rashba and Portnoi 1993) is neither bound nor radiative.
Let us illustrate the ∆L = 0 optical selection rule on the examples of the hQE2
and hQE recombination. An isolated hQE2 state occurs in the nine-electron–one-
hole system at 2S = 22; see figure 5(c). Its angular momentum, lhQE
2
= 4, arose
from lQE = 4 and lQE
2
= 7 combined with lh = 11. After the recombination,
we are left with one QH in the eight-electron system, which has the same angular
momentum, lQH = S
∗ = 4. Therefore, |i〉 = |hQE2〉 and |f〉 = |QH〉 each have
L = 4, and the optical process is allowed by the ∆L = 0 selection rule.
The isolated hQE and hQE* states occur at 2S = 23; see figure 5(b). Their
angular momenta, lhQE = 7 and lhQE∗ = 8, resulted from lQE =
9
2 combined with
lh =
23
2 . In the final state, two QH’s occur each with lQH =
9
2 . The allowed
angular momenta for the 2QH pair states are L2QH = 0⊕ 2⊕ 4⊕ 6⊕ 8. Comparing
angular momenta of initial and final states we obtain that the |i〉 = |hQE〉 initial
ground state cannot recombine to create a 2QH pair, |f〉 = |2QH〉. However, the
excited initial state |i〉 = |hQE∗〉 is optically active, and the final state for its
recombination is the |f〉 = |QH2〉 molecule. Because hQE* is an excited state, its
PL line is expected at T > 0.
VII. SUMMARY
We have calculated numerically the exact eigenstates of the nine-electron–one-
hole system on Haldane’s sphere in the “ideal” theoretical limit of h¯ωc → ∞ and
zero widths of electron and hole layers. We have shown how the low-lying bands in
strong, weak and intermediate coupling can be understood in terms of rather simple
elementary composite particles (X , X−, hQE, hQE2, etc.) and electrons. We have
studied the oscillator strength for radiative recombination and found that certain
radiative decay processes are strongly inhibited. In the strong-coupling region, only
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the multiplicative states (or, at finite but small values of d, the states arising from
them) have appreciable oscillator strength. For intermediate and strong coupling the
recombination of the hQE2 bound state has the highest intensity. The “uncoupled
hole” h and the excited state hQE* are also radiative, but the recombination of the
latter state will only be observed if this state is occupied at a finite temperature at
which the PL experiment is performed.
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